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ABSTRACT 

This pager documents a one shift (1C hour) wind tunnel 
test program conducted on a Corvette C 5 prepared for 
Sports Car Club of America (S.C.C.A. ) Worid Challenge 
racing. The testing w a s conducted ai the Canadian 
National Research Center in Ottawa, Canada. Specific 
areas of test included front fascia and under tray, rear air 
discharge, rear wing configuration and angle, B-pillar 
configuration: and ride height. Standard wind tunnei test 
procedures were followed. In total twenty-six separate 
configurations were evaluated. Data for front and rear lift, 
total drag, and lift/drag (L/D) ratio are provided for each 
test configuration. The cumulative effects of the 
aerodynamic changes evaluated in this program, 
calculated at 192 K P H (120 M P H ) , increased front down 
force by 318 N (72 Lb.), and rear down force by 770 N 
(173 Lb.). Lift/drag ratio w a s improved from -0.597 to 
-1,016. These changes increased total drag by 381 N 
(86 Lb.). Further testing lowering ride height 2 .5cm rear 
and 5.0cm front reduced drag by 326 N (73 tb.) and 
resulted in a L /D Ratio of -1 .247. Although data are 
specific to the Corvette C 5 , the general principles studied 
may be applied to any production-based racecar. These 
modifications should be validated on the racetrack prior 
to competing to ensure the handling balance can be 
optimized for the driver and car combination. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

When the Corvette C5 started racing in 1999 the goal 
w a s to keep the car as close to production as possible. A 
typical 1999 Corvette C £ racecar is shown in Figure 1. 

As time evolved, the S . C . C . A . rules allowed for 
aerodynamic modifications such as rear wings and front 
fascias with splitters. In an effort to maintain stock 
appearance, a package w a s developed that included a 
front fascia with short splitter, a 10cm rear spoiler on the 
deck, and rocker panel aerodynamic skirts. This package 
proved adequate through the 2000 season and is shown 
in Figure 2 
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The 2001 season included a new spec tire, which was 

only available in the 295/35-18 size and did not offer the 

335/35-18 rear tire the Corvette needed to be 

competitive. In an effort to compensate for the lack of 

rear tire size, the sanctioning body approved the use of a 

rear wing for the 2001 race season. The race teams 

developed the rear wing shown in Figure 3 based on, on-

track performance. 

Even with the addition of a rear wing, the performance 

disparity due to the smaller sized rear tire w a s still 

overwhelming, and merited this aerodynamic 

development program. 

AERODYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT 

TEST PROCEDURE 

tests were conducted at the Canadian National 

Research Center (CNRC) . The C N R C complex contains 

four wind tunnels of various sizes and purpose. These 

tests were conducted in the N R C 9 m fixed piane, full-

scale wind tunnel. These tests were run at 192 K P H 

wind speed. The square tunnel section is 9.14m in 

height and width with a 22.5m long test section. To 

remove the boundary layer, two suction sections are 

employed, reducing the boundary layer from 2 5 m m to 

4mm at the front bumper. Additionally, the tunnel 

employs 50 pressure taps in the four flush load plates to 

permit the forces on the exposed pad surfaces to be 

accurately removed. 

Test Notes: 

Lift data is presented where positive is up and negative is 

down. A negative lift number corresponds to a negative 

vertical force, thus more force at the tire contact patch to 

the ground commonly referred to as down force. 

Data is presented in chronological order as the tests 

were run. If a modification w a s m a d e that resulted in a 

gain or no change, the modification remained on the car 

for the remainder of the test Typical of most 

development programs, changes were m a d e from front 

to rear of the vehicle. 

BASELINE T E S T S 

The first test in this program w a s the car as received 

from the last race as shown in Figure 4 . 

The addition of the rear wing accomplished the objective 

of significant rear down force but with total loss of front 

down force. This w a s an indication that improvements 

could be m a d e to the aerodynamic package that would 

result in improved on track vehicle balance, 

BASIC A E R O D Y N A M I C DETAILS 

Several basic aerodynamic features were detailed to 
improve the car as received. Figures 5, 6, & 7 illustrate 
these changes. 

All 
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Closing off the upper grill openings improved front down 

force by 137 N and reduced drag by 41 N , This change 

is recommended for the race cars with the caution that 

sufficient air flow must be maintained through the lower 

ducts to cool the engine. Radiator airflow is measured in 

the wind tunnel using anonometers and captured in the 

coefficient result sheet as a V R 1 ratio (See Appendix). 

This is the ratio of free stream airflow to that passing 

through the radiator. Experience has proven, that 

dependent on ambient conditions, a V R 1 ratio of 0.150 is 

desired for road racing. 

Opening the side ducts showed little difference in the 

wind tunnel. Experience has shown this modification to 

be beneficial on the racetrack, as a result of airflow from 

rotating tires. 

A s was the case with the side duct openings, removal of 

the license piate had little effect in the wind tunnel. 

Racetrack experience has shown that an improvement in 

down force can be realized by exhausting air through 

openings in the rear fascia of the car. This has also 

shown to be an excellent area to exhaust air from 

coolers that can be mounted in the rear of the vehicle. 

F R O N T FASICA and SPLITTER 

A shaped or non-flat ground effects type of under tray, 

commonly called the "Laguna" style under tray w a s 

fitted for the next series of tests. This under tray closed-

out the area from the back of the front fascia to the back 

of the radiator the full width of the vehicle. The purpose 

is to generate a low-pressure area under the front of the 

vehicle. A s a result, the vehicle became a "front 

breather" type vehicle. 

Splitters are low horizontal extensions that are mounted 

just above and parallel to the ground plane and extend 

forward on the vehicle. Splitter lengths from 2.5 c m to 10 

c m , measured from the forward most point of the front 

fascia, were also tested in this series of tests. The 

"Laguna'J under tray and splitter are shown in Figure 8. 
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The "Laguna" under tray provided a significant increase 

in front down force (285 N) with minimum drag increase 

or rear down force loss. Extending the front splitter to the 

max imum 7.5 c m allowed by S . C . C . A . rules further 

increased front down force (159 N) and improved L/D 

ratio to -0 .77 with no increase in drag. Figure 9 

graphically displays lift data for the splitters tested. 

R E A R W I N G E V A L U A T I O N 

With the front down force increased, attention was turned 

to develop more rear down force. T w o rear wings and 

two designs of wing end plates were tested. 

R A C E T E A M W I N G D E S I G N E V A L U A T I O N 

The wing profile developed on track by the race teams is 

shown in Figure 3. This wing was tested at wing angles 

of six (6), nine (9), and twelve (12) degrees. Twelve (12) 

degrees was found to be the most efficient angle for this 

wing. Experience from other programs indicated the 

original SRwing profile was not optimized. The following 

improvements were evaluated, a 2.5 c m wicker two 

designs of larger end plates, and a 5 c m extension. 

Figures 10, 11, & 12 illustrate these configurations. 
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111MSA!! STYLE W I N G EVALUATION 

A second test matrix was run on the "IMSA" sty!e wing 

shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 14 graphically presents the Load v. Wing Angle 
data for the " IMSA" style wing. 

The above data shows that either wing can be effective 

at developing significant rear down force. The longer 

chord length rear wing demonstrates a significant 

improvement in efficiency, the added extension or the 

IMSA style wing operates to the s a m e level of lift at a 6 

degree reduction in attack angle. A wing angle of 12 to 

15 degrees provided best efficiency as indicated by the 

L/D ratio for the IMSA style wing. Increasing the angle of 

attack over 15 degrees will cause the wing to stall and 

lose efficiency. At the present time with the small rear 

tires the " IMSA" style wing is the best choice to maximize 

rear down force. Wickers and end plate design should be 

used to tune to specific track and driver preference. The 

lift balance of the vehicle is very important in the handling 

of the racecar on the track, this is captured on the 

coefficient sheet as %frt (See Appendix). A s the team 

tunes the handling of the racecar, an ideal %frt 

aerodynamic balance will be determined for the driver 

and car combination. This number is the amount of front 

lift compared to the total lift on the vehicle. 
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B-PILLAR I M P R O V E M E N T 

The leading edge of the right side B-pillar w a s rounded to 

smooth airflow over the car as shown in Figure 15. 

This small change improved the efficiency of the wing 

without increasing drag and should be used on the 

racecars. This modification is usually only effective for 

the right side of the vehicle, as a properly mounted 

window net can achieve the s a m e results as a rounded 

B-pillar on the left side. 

V E H I C L E RIDE H E I G H T 

Ride height plays a very important role on vehicle drag, 

lift and front/rear balance, Sanctioning bodies limit static 

ride height, however aerodynamic forces can change 

dynamic ride height significantly. A ride height matrix w a s 

run to aid in the racers understanding of how ride height 

can effect vehicle performance. 

As the data shows ride height is the most responsive 

variable tested in this series of tests. Care should be 

taken to trim the car as low as rules permit and if 

possible allow the aerodynamic loads to further enhance 

the dynamic ride height. It is recommended to trim the 

car with front down rake to reduce drag and increase 

front down force. 

2000 B A S E L I N E S I M U L A T I O N 

Tests were run without the rear wing and with the 10cm 

spoiler used for the 2000 season as shown in Figure 1. 

These tests were run with the "Laguna" under tray in 

place; therefore, the under tray effect w a s subtracted out 

for reference. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This series of tests has demonstrated a front down force 

increase of 318 N, and rear down force increase of 770 

N from aerodynamic modifications. Performing a ride 

height matrix, lowering ride height 2.5 c m rear and 5.0 

c m front, reduced drag by 326 N. With this s a m e ride 

height matrix chassis level, the Corvette gained 359 N of 

front down force, and lost 292 N rear down force. These 

improvements changed the Lift/Drag (L/D) Ratio from 

-0 .597 to -1 .247 on the 2002 Corvette C 5 showroom 

stock racecar. Although these tests were specific to the 

C 5 Corvette these s a m e principles m a y be applied to 

any production based racecar. It is recommended that 

all changes be validated on the race track to ensure the 

team understands the effect on the car, and to determine 

if there are any interactions not measured in the wind 

tunnel that effect the performance of the car. 

The first race for 3 R Racing after this development 

program w a s Sears Point, C a . The team reported that 

the changes m a d e based on the wind tunnel tests 

allowed the tires to perform better much longer. Before 

the aerodynamic changes tires would only perform for 

fifteen to twenty minutes. With the changes the tires were 

adequate for the entire forty-five minute race. The 

reduced front lift improved the turn in characteristics of 

the car. The 3R team finished third and set fastest lap of 

the race at Sears Point which w a s the best performance 

of the year for the team. 
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